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The implementation described in this article focuses on the case of sparse symmetric matrices. It contains an 9
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1. INTRODUCTION 29

Let A ∈ C
N×N be a nonsingular sparse matrix. We are interested in computing selected 30

elements of A−1, defined as 31

{(A−1)i, j | for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N such that Ai, j �= 0}. (1)
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Sometimes we only need to compute a subset of these selected elements—for example,32
the diagonal elements of A−1. The most straightforward way to obtain these selected33
elements of A−1 is to compute the full inverse of A and then extract the selected34
elements. But this is often prohibitively expensive in practice. It turns out that to35
compute these selected elements of A−1, some additional elements of A−1 often need to36
be computed. However, the overall set of nonzero elements that need to be computed37
often remains a small percentage of all elements of A−1 due to the sparsity structure38
of A.39

The selected elements of A−1 defined by (1) can be used to obtain trace estimation of40
the form41

Tr[A−1] or Tr[A−1 BT ], (2)

if the sparsity pattern of B ∈ C
N×N is contained in the sparsity pattern of A (i.e.,42

{(i, j)|Bi, j �= 0} ⊂ {(i, j)|Ai, j �= 0}). The computation of selected elements of A−1 together43
with the trace estimation of the form (2) arise in several scientific computing appli-44
cations, including density functional theory (DFT) [Hohenberg and Kohn 1964; Kohn45
and Sham 1965], dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [Kotliar et al. 2006], Poisson-46
Boltzmann equations [Xu and Maggs 2013], and uncertainty quantification [Bekas47
et al. 2009].48

It is possible to compute selected elements of A−1 by iterative methods such as the49
Lanczos algorithm [Lanczos 1950; Sidje and Saad 2011], combined with Monte Carlo50
[Bekas et al. 2007] or deterministic probing techniques [Tang and Saad 2012]. These51
types of methods work well if A−1 is a banded matrix or it becomes a banded matrix52
after elements with absolute value less than ε have been truncated, and a sparse53
factorization of A is prohibitively expensive to perform.54

In this article, we focus on using a sparse direct method to compute selected elements55
of A−1. We assume that a sparse LU factorization (or LDLT factorization if A is sym-Q256
metric) of A is computationally feasible. The main advantage of a direct method is that57
we do not need to make assumptions on the decay property of A−1. The disadvantage58
of this direct method is that it actually computes a superset of the selected elements of59
A−1 as defined in Equation (1). In particular, all elements of A−1 indexed by the union60
of the nonzero index sets of the L and U factors need to be computed. It should be noted61
that as long as L and U remain sparse, computing elements of A−1 restricted to this62
superset can still be much faster than computing the full inverse.63

Sparse direct methods for computing selected elements of A−1 were first proposed64
in Takahashi et al. [1973] and Erisman and Tinney [1975]. The use of an elimination65
tree for computing selected elements of inverse was presented in Campbell and Davis66
[1995] for a sequential algorithm. Motivated by quantum transport simulations, Li67
et al. [2008], Li and Darve [2012], and Li et al. [2013] developed the fast inverse68
using nested dissection (FIND) algorithm for computing the diagonal of A−1. Some69
related work has been described in Cauley et al. [2012] and Eastwood and Wan [2013].70
The FIND algorithm is in principle applicable to matrices with a general sparsity71
pattern, but so far its implementation focuses on structured matrices obtained from72
second-order partial differential operators discretized by a finite difference scheme.73
The implementation of FIND is not yet publicly available. Nor is it scalable to a large74
number of processors. Lin et al. [2009b] developed the hierarchically Schur complement75
(HSC) method for a similar type of matrix arising from DFT-based electronic structure76
calculations. The method has also been generalized and applied to quantum transport77
calculations [Hetmaniuk et al. 2013].78

An efficient implementation of the selected inversion algorithm for a general sym-79
metric matrix, called SelInv, was presented in Lin et al. [2011b] and is publicly avail-80
able. Amestoy et al. [2012a] considered a more general parallel matrix inversion method81
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for computing any subset of entries of A−1. They implemented their algorithm in the 82
MUMPS package [Amestoy et al. 2001], which is based on the multifrontal method. In 83
this algorithm, the actual set of computed entries of A−1 contains entries on the critical 84
path of the requested entries to the root of the elimination tree, and therefore this 85
is also a superset of the requested entries of A−1. This method is more efficient than 86
our algorithm when a small number of entries of A−1 are requested. However, when a 87
relatively large number of entries are to be computed, such as in the computation of 88
the selected elements defined by (1), our algorithm can more efficiently reuse the infor- 89
mation shared among different entries of A−1, and our numerical results indicate that 90
our algorithm is more efficient than the parallel matrix inversion method implemented 91
in MUMPS. In addition to the work presented in Amestoy et al. [2012a, 2012b], paral- 92
lel implementation of algorithms for computing selected elements of inverse tailored 93
to matrices obtained from a finite difference discretization of a second-order partial 94
differential operator have appeared in several publications [Petersen et al. 2009; Lin 95
et al. 2011a]. The method developed by Petersen et al. [2009], which was designed 96
for a quasi-1D quantum transport problem, is scalable to a relatively small (32 ∼ 64) 97
number of processors. In Lin et al. [2011a], we described an efficient parallel imple- 98
mentation for discretized 2D Laplacian-type operators and demonstrated the efficiency 99
of the implementation when it was used to solve a problem with billions of degrees of 100
freedom on 4,096 processors. However, this implementation cannot be used to perform 101
a selected inversion of a general symmetric sparse matrix with an arbitrary sparsity 102
pattern. 103

The purpose of this article is to extend the selected inversion algorithm presented 104
in Lin et al. [2011b] and describe an implementation of a parallel selected inversion 105
algorithm designed for distributed memory parallel computers. Such an implementa- 106
tion allows us to solve much larger problems by utilizing more computational resources 107
available on high-performance computers. The present work is more general than the 108
previous work in Lin et al. [2011a], which assumes a balanced binary elimination 109
tree and is only applicable to structured sparse matrices obtained from finite differ- 110
ence discretization of differential operators. It can utilize far greater numbers of pro- 111
cessors than the sequential algorithm described in Lin et al. [2011b] for general sparse 112
matrices. 113

The parallel implementation of the selected inversion algorithm that we present 114
in this article uses a more general data distribution and communication strategy to 115
divide the work among a large number of processors to achieve multiple levels of 116
concurrency. We name our implementation PSelInv, and the software is publicly avail- 117
able.1 Our first implementation focuses on the case of sparse symmetric matrices. In 118
principle, the PSelInv package can be interfaced with any sparse LU and LDLT factor- 119
ization routines. Our current implementation provides an interface to the SuperLU_DIST 120
[Li and Demmel 2003] package. The user has the option of using either the ParMETIS 121
[Karypis and Kumar 1998] software or the PT-Scotch [Chevalier and Pellegrini 2008] 122
package to reorder the matrix in parallel to minimize the nonzero fill in the sparse 123
matrix factors. 124

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We review the basic idea of the se-

Q3

125
lected inversion method in Section 2 and discuss various implementation issues for the 126
distributed memory parallel selected inversion algorithm in Section 3. The numerical 127
results with applications to various matrices from the Harwell-Boeing Test Collection 128
[Duff et al. 1992] and the University of Florida Matrix Collection [Davis and Hu 2011], 129

1http://www.pexsi.org/, distributed under the BSD license.
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and also applications from DFT, are given in Section 4, followed by our conclusions and130
the discussion of future work in Section 5.131

Standard linear algebra notation is used for vectors and matrices throughout the132
article. We use Ai, j to denote the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix A and fi to denote the i-th133
entry of the vector f . With slight abuse of notation, both a supernode index and the set134
of column indices associated with a supernode are denoted by uppercase script letters,135
such as I,J ,K. Furthermore, we use Ai,∗ and A∗, j to denote the i-th row and the j-th136
column of A, respectively. Similarly, AI,∗ and A∗,J are used to denote the I-th block row137

and the J -th block column of A, respectively. A−1
I,J denotes the (I,J )-th block of the138

matrix A−1 (i.e., A−1
I,J ≡ (A−1)I,J ). When the block AI,J itself is invertible, its inverse is139

denoted by (AI,J )−1 to distinguish it from A−1
I,J .140

2. SELECTED INVERSION ALGORITHM141

2.1. Basic Formulation142

Although this article focuses on the computation of selected elements of A−1 when A is a143
sparse symmetric matrix, the idea of the selected inversion algorithm can be given for a144
general square matrix Aand will be used in our ongoing work for computing the selected145
elements of A−1 for asymmetric matrices. The standard approach for computing A−1 is146
to first decompose the general matrix A using the LU factorization147

A = LU, (3)

where L is a unit lower triangular matrix and U is an upper triangular matrix. To148
stabilize the computation, matrix reordering and partial pivoting [Golub and Van Loan149
1996] are usually applied to the matrix of A, and the general form of the LU factorization150
can be given as151

PAQ = LU, (4)

where P and Q are two permutation matrices. To simplify the discussion, we will use152
Equation (3) and assume that A has already been permuted.153

Given the LU factorization, the most straightforward way to compute selected154
elements of A−1 is to obtain A−1 ≡ (x1, x2, . . . , xn) by solving several triangular155
systems156

Lyj = e j, U xj = yj, (5)

where j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and e j is the j-th column of the n × n identity matrix. Such157
a procedure, which will be referred to as the direct inversion algorithm, is generally158
very costly even when A is sparse. The direct inversion algorithm performs too much159
computation when only a small number of selected elements of the inverse matrix are160
needed.161

An alternative algorithm is the selected inversion algorithm, which accurately com-162
putes all selected elements of A−1. The idea of the selected inversion method originates163
from Takahashi et al. [1973] and Erisman and Tinney [1975], and the algorithm and164
its variants have been discussed in several works [Lin et al. 2009b; Lin et al. 2011b;165
Amestoy et al. 2012b; Li et al. 2008; Li and Darve 2012; Kuzmin et al. 2013]. The se-166
lected inversion algorithm can be understood as follows. We first partition the matrix167
A into 2 × 2 blocks of the form168

A =
(

A1,1 A1,2
A2,1 A2,2

)
, (6)
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where A1,1 is a scalar of size 1 × 1. We can write A1,1 as a product of two scalars L1,1 169
and U1,1. In particular, we can pick L1,1 = 1 and U1,1 = A1,1. Then 170

A =
(

L1,1 0
L2,1 I

)(
U1,1 U1,2

0 S2,2

)
, (7)

where 171

L2,1 = A2,1(U1,1)−1, U1,2 = (L1,1)−1 A1,2. (8)

The L and U factors are usually directly accessible in a standard LU factorization, and 172
173

S2,2 = A2,2 − L2,1U1,2 (9)

is the Schur complement. Using the decomposition given by Equation (7), we can 174
express A−1 as 175

A−1 =
(

(U1,1)−1(L1,1)−1 + (U1,1)−1U1,2S−1
2,2L2,1(L1,1)−1 −(U1,1)−1U1,2S−1

2,2
−S−1

2,2L2,1(L1,1)−1 S−1
2,2

)
. (10)

Since S2,2 is the same as S here, without ambiguity, S−1
2,2 ≡ (S−1)2,2 can be used. To 176

simplify the notation, we define the normalized LU factors as 177

L̂1,1 = L1,1, Û1,1 = U1,1, L̂2,1 = L2,1(L1,1)−1, Û1,2 = (U1,1)−1U1,2, (11)

and Equation (10) can be equivalently given by 178

A−1 =
(

(Û1,1)−1(L̂1,1)−1 + Û1,2S−1
2,2 L̂2,1 −Û1,2S−1

2,2
−S−1

2,2 L̂2,1 S−1
2,2

)
. (12)

Let us denote by C the set of indices 179

{i| (L2,1
)

i �= 0} ∪ { j| (U1,2
)

j �= 0}, (13)

and assume that S−1
2,2 has already been computed. From Equation (12), it can be readily 180

observed that to compute the i-th element of A−1
2,1 ≡ −S−1

2,2 L̂2,1 for i ∈ C, we only need 181

the entries 182{(
S−1

2,2

)
i, j |i ∈ C, j ∈ C

}
. (14)

The same set of entries of S−1
2,2 are required to compute selected entries of A−1

1,2 ≡ 183

−Û1,2S−1
2,2. No additional entries of S−1

2,2 are needed to complete the computation of A−1
1,1, 184

which involves the matrix product of selected entries of Û1,2 and A−1
2,1. This procedure 185

can be repeated recursively to compute selected elements of S−1
2,2 until S2,2 is a scalar of 186

size 1. A pseudocode for demonstrating this column-based selected inversion algorithm 187
for symmetric matrix is given in Lin et al. [2011b]. 188

In practice, a column-based sparse factorization and selected inversion algorithm 189
may not be efficient due to the lack of level 3 BLAS operations. For a sparse matrix 190
A, the columns of A and the L factor can be partitioned into supernodes. A supernode 191
is a maximal set of contiguous columns J = { j, j + 1, . . . , j + s} of the L factor that 192
have the same nonzero structure below the ( j + s)-th row, and the lower triangular 193
part of LJ ,J is dense. However, this strict definition can produce supernodes that are 194
either too large or too small, leading to memory usage, load balancing, and efficiency 195
issues. Therefore, in our work, we relax this definition to limit the maximal number 196
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Fig. 1. (a) A structurally symmetric matrix Aof size 29×29 divided into 10 supernodes. The nonzero matrix
elements in A are labeled as round dots, and the extra fill-in elements in L are labeled as squares. (b) The
elimination tree corresponding to the matrix A and its supernode partitioning.

of columns in a supernode (i.e., sets are not necessarily maximal). The relaxation also197
allows a supernode to include columns for which nonzero patterns are nearly identical198
to enhance the efficiency [Ashcraft and Grimes 1989]. This approach is also used in199
SuperLU_DIST [Li and Demmel 2003]. Even though the nonzero pattern of the matrix200
can be nonsymmetric, the same supernode partitioning is usually applied to the row201
partition as well, and we assume that the factorization has been computed using the202
structure of A+ AT . Then the nonzero structures of L and U are the transpose of each203
other. The total number of supernodes is denoted by N . An example of the supernode204
partitioning of a structurally symmetric matrix A together with the extra fill-in in its205
L factor (U factor omitted due to structural symmetry) are given in Figure 1(a).206

Using the notation of supernodes, a pseudocode for the selected inversion algorithm207
is given in Algorithm 1. The key step to gain computational efficiency in the selected208
inversion algorithm is step 2, which identifies the collection of all nonzero row and209
column indices corresponding to the supernode K, denoted by C. All subsequent steps210
operate only on these nonzero rows and columns within the sparsity pattern of the211
selected elements, thereby significantly reducing the computational cost.212

It should be noted that if A is a sparse symmetric matrix, the normalized LU factors213
satisfy the relation214

ÛC,K = L̂T
K,C . (15)

To simplify the implementation, the entire diagonal block A−1
K,K is computed even though215

it is symmetric. Due to round-off error, the numerical update in step 4 may not pre-216
serve this symmetry in finite precision. Our numerical results indicate that the loss217
of symmetry may accumulate, especially for ill-conditioned matrices. To reduce such218
error for symmetric matrices, we can simply symmetrize the diagonal block of A−1 by219

performing A−1
K,K ← 1

2 (A−1
K,K + A−T

K,K) after step 4 for each K.220

Furthermore, it should be noted that in the symmetric case, Equation (12) can be221
simplified using an LDLT factorization, which is more efficient than an LU factor-222
ization, where L is a unit lower triangular matrix and D is a block diagonal matrix223
consisting of 1×1 or 2×2 blocks. The simplification of the selected inversion algorithm224
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ALGORITHM 1: Selected Inversion Algorithm Based on LU Factorization.

Input:
(1) The supernode partition of columns of A: {1, 2, . . . ,N }
(2) A supernodal LU factorization of A with (unnormalized) LU factors L

and U .
Output: Selected elements of A−1(i.e., A−1

I,J such that LI,J is not an empty block).
for K = N ,N − 1, . . . , 1 do

1 Find the collection of indices
C = {I | I > K, LI,K is a nonzero block} ∪ {J | J > K,UK,J is a nonzero block}

2 L̂C,K ← LC,K(LK,K)−1, ÛK,C ← (UK,K)−1UK,C
end
for K = N ,N − 1, . . . , 1 do

Find the collection of indices
C = {I | I > K, LI,K is a nonzero block} ∪ {J | J > K,UK,J is a nonzero block}

3 Calculate A−1
C,K ← −A−1

C,C L̂C,K

4 Calculate A−1
K,K ← U −1

K,KL−1
K,K − ÛK,C A−1

C,K
5 Calculate A−1

K,C ← −ÛK,C A−1
C,C

end

with an LDLT factorization can be found in Lin et al. [2011b]. For symmetric matrices, 225

A−1
K,C (step 5) is readily obtained as the transpose of A−1

C,K without extra computation. 226

2.2. Elimination Tree 227

Both the factorization and the selected inversion can be conveniently described in terms

Q4

228
of traversals of an elimination tree [Liu 1990]. Each node of the tree corresponds to a 229
supernode of A. A node R is the parent of a node K if and only if 230

R = min{I > J | LI,J is a nonzero block}. (16)

An example of the elimination tree corresponding to the matrix in Figure 1(a) is given 231
in Figure 1(b). 232

In the factorization procedure, the traversal of the elimination tree is a bottom-up 233
process that starts from the leaves of the tree. A parent supernode cannot be factored 234
until the supernodes associated with all of its children in the tree have been factored. 235
This type of task dependency also determines the amount of concurrency that can be 236
exploited to speed up the factorization on a parallel computer. 237

In the selected inversion procedure, the traversal of the elimination tree is a top- 238
down process that starts from the root of the tree. Computing the selected elements 239
in the K-th supernode of A−1 requires the selected elements of A−1 already computed 240
at ancestor nodes of K, but not those computed at its sibling nodes and their descen- 241
dants. Consequently, the selected inversion of supernodes that belong to two different 242
branches of the elimination tree can in principle be carried out independently as long as 243
the selected elements computed at supernodes above these branches have been passed 244
to processors that are assigned to work on these branches. 245

3. DISTRIBUTED MEMORY PARALLEL SELECTED INVERSION ALGORITHM 246

In this article, we present the distributed memory PSelInv method. Our first imple- 247
mentation focuses on the case of symmetric matrices. For such matrices, the selected 248
inversion algorithms described in Algorithm 1 require a sparse LU or LDLT factor- 249
ization of A to be available first. Here we use the SuperLU_DIST software package 250
[Li and Demmel 2003] to obtain the LU factorization, which has been shown to be 251
scalable to a large number of processors on distributed memory parallel machines. 252
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The relatively simple data structure of SuperLU_DIST allows easy access to sparse L253
and U factors. However, the main ideas that we develop here can be combined with254
other sparse matrix solvers, such as MUMPS [Amestoy et al. 2001], and PARDISO [Schenk255
and Gartner 2006] as well, which provides the LDLT functionality and can potentially256
be two times faster in the factorization phase. We also note that only symmetric per-257
mutation of the matrix A is allowed, even though SuperLU_DIST allows the column258
permutation to be different from the row permutation. In this work, to preserve the259
symmetry of the matrix, we do not perform the equilibration procedure often used260
in the LU factorization to modify poorly scaled matrix elements. In the current im-261
plementation of the PSelInv method, we explicitly take advantage of the symmetry262
of the matrix and only compute the lower triangular part of the selected elements of263
A−1. However, our implementation is not optimal in terms of memory allocation in the264
sense that both the upper and lower triangular part of A−1 are stored. As will be seen265
in the following, such a strategy simplifies the communication pattern and efforts for266
bookkeeping in the case of 2D block cyclic data distribution and facilitates generalizing267
PSelInv to asymmetric matrices. We also note that the suboptimal memory allocation268
is not a severe limitation of the PSelInv method. The memory footprint of PSelInv can269
be further optimized for applications that are constrained by the memory usage. Our270
numerical results also indicate that the additional memory usage by PSelInv is rela-271
tively small compared to that used in other procedures, such as the parallel numerical272
factorization.273

We use the same 2D block cyclic distribution scheme employed in SuperLU_DIST to274
partition and distribute both the L factor and the selected elements of A−1 to be com-275
puted. We will review the main features of this type of distribution in Section 3.1. In the276
2D block cyclic distribution scheme, each supernode K is assigned to and partitioned277
among a subset of processors. However, computing the selected elements of A−1 con-278
tained in the supernode K requires retrieving previously computed selected elements279
of A−1 that belong to ancestors of K in the elimination tree. These selected elements280
may reside on other processors. As a result, communication is required to transfer281
data among different processors to complete steps 3, 4, and 5 of Algorithm 1 in each282
iteration. We will discuss how this is done in Section 3.2. The key to reducing com-283
munication cost and achieving scalable performance is to overlap communication with284
computation by using asynchronous point-to-point MPI functions, even though some of285
these communication events are collective in nature (e.g., broadcast and reduce) within286
a communication subgroup.287

In addition to utilizing a fine-grain level of parallelism in computing A−1 for each su-288
pernode, we introduce a coarse-grain level of parallelism by exploiting the concurrency289
available in the elimination tree. This amounts to executing different iterates of the290
for loop in Algorithm 1 in parallel. Although the elimination tree may exhibit many291
independent tasks associated with supernodes that belong to different branches of the292
elimination tree, the 2D block cyclic distribution of L and A−1 may prevent these tasks293
from being performed completely simultaneously on different processors. The key to294
minimizing the dependency issue is to properly assign the order of computational tasks295
and to overlap computation and communication as much as possible. We will discuss296
our preliminary strategy for improving the parallel efficiency using the elimination297
tree in Section 3.3.298

3.1. Distributed Data Layout and Structure299

As discussed in Section 2, the columns of A, L, and U are partitioned into supernodes.300
Different supernodes may have different sizes. The same partition is applied to the301
rows of these matrices to create a 2D block partition of these matrices. The submatrix302
blocks are mapped to processors that are arranged in a virtual 2D grid of dimension303
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Fig. 2. Data layout of the internal sparse matrix data structure used by PSelInv.

Pr × Pc in a cyclic fashion as follows: the (I,J )-th matrix block is held by the processor 304
labeled as 305

Pmod(I−1,Pr)×Pc+mod(J−1,Pc)+1. (17)

This is called a 2D block cyclic data-to-processor mapping. The mapping itself does not 306
take the sparsity of the matrix into account. If the (I,J )-th block contains only zero 307
elements, then that block is not stored. It is possible that some nonzero blocks may 308
contain several rows of zeros. These rows are not stored either. As an example, a 4 × 3 309
grid of processors is depicted in Figure 2(a). The mapping between the 2D supernode 310
partition of the matrix in Figure 1(a) and the 2D processor grid in Figure 2(a) is depicted 311
in Figure 2(b). Each supernodal block column of L is distributed among processors that 312
belong to a column of the processor grid. Each processor may own multiple matrix 313
blocks. For instance, the nonzero rows in the second supernode are owned by processors 314
P2 and P5. More precisely, P2 owns two nonzero blocks, whereas P5 is responsible for 315
one block. Note that these nonzero blocks are not necessarily contiguous in the global 316
matrix. Although the nonzero structure of A is not taken into account during the 317
distribution, it has been shown in practice that 2D layouts lead to higher scalability 318
for both dense [Blackford 1997], sparse Cholesky factorizations [Rothberg and Gupta 319
1994], and LU factorization [Li and Demmel 2003]. 320

In the current implementation, PSelInv contains an interface that is compatible with 321
the SuperLU_DIST software package. To allow PSelInv to be easily integrated with other 322
LDLT or LU factorization codes, we create some intermediate sparse matrix objects 323
to hold the distributed L and U factors. Such intermediate sparse matrix objects will 324
be overwritten by selected elements of A−1 in the selected inversion process. Each 325
nonzero block LI,J is stored as follows. Diagonal blocks LI,I are always stored as 326
dense matrices. Nonzero entries of LI,J (I > J ) are stored contiguously as a dense 327
matrix in a column-major order, even though row indices associated with the stored 328
matrix elements are not required to be contiguous. As mentioned at the beginning 329
of Section 3, our implementation is not optimal in terms of memory allocation for 330
symmetric matrices in the sense that the nonzero entries within UI,J (I < J ) are 331
also stored as a dense matrix in a contiguous array in a column major order, even 332
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though the values of UI,J are identical to those of LT
J ,I for symmetric matrices. The333

nonzero column indices associated with the nonzeros entries in UI,J are not required334
to be contiguous either. We remark that for matrices with highly asymmetric sparsity335
patterns, it is more efficient to store the upper triangular blocks using the skyline336
structure shown in Li and Demmel [2003]. However, we choose to use a simpler data337
layout because it allows level-3 BLAS (GEMM) to be used in the selected inversion338
process.339

3.2. Computing Selected Elements of A−1 within Each Supernode in Parallel340

In this section, we detail how steps 2 through 5 in Algorithm 1 can be completed in341
parallel.342

We perform step 2 of Algorithm 1 in a separate pass, as the data communication343
required in this step is relatively simple. The processor that owns the block LK,K344
broadcasts LK,K to all other processors within the same column processor group owning345
nonzero blocks LI,K in the supernode K. Each processor in that group performs the346

triangular solve L̂I,K ≡ LI,K(LK,K)−1 for each nonzero block contained in the set C347
defined in step 1 of the algorithm. Because LI,K is not used in the subsequent steps348

of selected inversion once L̂I,K has been computed, it is overwritten by L̂I,K. Since349
communication is limited to a processor column group only, step 2 can be carried out350
for multiple supernodes at the same time.351

A more complicated communication pattern is required to complete step 3 in parallel.352

Because A−1
C,C and L̂C,K are generally owned by different processor groups, there are two353

possible ways to carry out the multiplication of A−1
C,C with L̂C,K. The first approach354

is to send blocks of L̂C,K to processors that own the matching blocks of A−1
C,C so that355

matrix-matrix multiplication can be performed on processors owning A−1
C,C . The second356

approach is to send data in the opposite direction—that is, one can send blocks of A−1
C,C357

to the matching blocks of L̂C,K so that matrix-matrix multiplication can be performed358

on processors owning L̂C,K.359
To compare the cost of these two approaches, let us first consider the case in which all360

blocks L̂I,K with I ≥ K are dense matrix blocks of equal size mb×mb, and C = {I|I ≥ K}.361
This is approximately the case when K is near the root of the elimination tree. We362

assume that there are
√

P × √
P processors, and thus the size of the set C is mb

√
P.363

We also assume that the matrix blocks in L̂C,K are distributed among
√

P processors364
within the same column group, and each processor in this processor column also holds365

a dense block L̂I,K of size mb × mb. In the first approach, the computation is performed366

in parallel on P processors, and the computational cost on each processor is O(m3
b). In367

the second approach, the computation is performed in parallel on
√

P processors only,368

and the computational cost on these processors is O(m3
b

√
P). All other processors are369

idle in the computational step, and this leads to severe load imbalance when P is large.370

We implemented the first approach in PSelInv. This requires sending the L̂I,K371
block from a particular processor to all processors within the same column group372

of processors among which A−1
C,I is distributed. However, since the processor owning373

L̂I,K is generally not in the same processor communication group that owns A−1
C,I ,374

sending L̂I,K to processors that hold the distributed blocks of A−1
C,I cannot be done375

by a single broadcast. Indeed, for this to be possible, communication groups (i.e.,376
MPI communicators) would have to be created for each and every different sparse377
row/column structure. This is generally not possible, as the maximum number of378
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Fig. 3. Processors holding L̂8,6 and L̂10,6 send data to processors holding the cross-diagonal blocks and
overwrite Û6,8 and Û6,10.

allowed MPI communicators is typically much smaller than needed. Therefore, one 379
way to complete this step of data communication is to use a number of point-to-point 380

MPI sends that originate from the processor that owns L̂I,K and terminate on the 381

group of processors that own the nonzero blocks of A−1
C,I . In addition to incurring higher 382

communication latency cost, this approach also leads to significant bookkeeping effort 383
to track the sources and destinations of all messages for each processor. 384

In our current implementation, we simplify the data communication pattern by 385

storing both L̂I,K and ÛK,I even when A is symmetric. We acknowledge that such 386
implementation is not optimal in terms of memory allocation and can be improved 387
if applications are constrained by memory usage for symmetric matrices. As soon as 388

L̂I,K becomes available as illustrated earlier, we send the L̂I,K block to the processor 389

that owns ÛK,I , and ÛK,I is overwritten by L̂T
I,K. Figure 3 illustrates how this step is 390

carried out for a specific supernode K = �6 of the matrix described in Figure 2(b). Once 391

L̂8,6 is computed on P12, the block is sent to P5. The P5 processor then overwrites Û6,8 392

by L̂T
8,6. Similarly, the L̂10,6 block is computed on P6 and sent to P4, on which Û6,10 is 393

overwritten by L̂10,6. 394

With L̂I,K properly placed on the processors that are mapped to the upper triangular 395

part of the distributed Û matrix, step 3 of Algorithm 1 can proceed as follows. The 396

ÛK,I = L̂T
I,K block is first sent to all processors within the same column processor group 397

that owns ÛK,I . The matrix-matrix multiplication A−1
J ,I L̂I,K is then performed locally on 398

each processor owning A−1
J ,I using the GEMM subroutine in BLAS3. Then local matrix 399

contributions A−1
J ,I L̂I,K are reduced within each row communication groups owning 400

L̂J ,K to produce the A−1
J ,K block in step 3 of Algorithm 1. 401

Figure 4 illustrates how this step is completed for a specific supernode K = �6, for the 402
matrix depicted in Figure 2(b). We use circled letters a©, b©, c© to label communication 403
events and circled numbers 1©, 2©, 3© to label computational events. We can see from 404

this figure that Û6,8 = L̂T
8,6 is sent by P5 to all processors within the same column 405

processor group to which P5 belongs. This group includes both P5 and P11. Similarly, 406

L̂10,6 is broadcast from P4 to all other processors within the same column group to 407
which P4 belongs. Local matrix matrix multiplications are then performed on P11, P10, 408
P4, and P5 simultaneously. The distributed products are then reduced onto P12 and P5 409
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Fig. 4. Task parallelism and communication pattern for the supernode �6.. There are six steps: a© broadcast
L̂, 1© compute A−1 L̂, b© reduce A−1 L̂, 2© compute L̂T A−1 L̂, c© reduce L̂T A−1 L̂, and 3© update A−1.

respectively within the row processor groups to which they belong. After this step, A−1
8,6410

and A−1
10,6 respectively become available on P12 and P6.411

On completion of step 3, the matrix product ÛK,J A−1
J ,K ≡ L̂T

J ,K A−1
J ,K is first computed412

locally on the processor holding L̂J ,K and then reduced to the processor that owns413
the diagonal block LK,K within the column processor group to which the supernode414

K is mapped. The sum of the distributed matrix product −L̂T
J ,K A−1

J ,K is then added415

to (UK,K)−1(LK,K)−1 computed on the processor holding LK,K. This completes step 4 of416

Algorithm 1. As an example, again we use Figure 4 for K = �6. L̂T
8,6 A−1

8,6 is computed on417

P12 and sent to P6. Similarly, L̂T
10,6 A−1

10,6 is computed on P6. Since both L̂T
10,6 and L6,6 are418

held by P6, no further data communication is necessary. Finally, P6 updates A−1
6,6. As we419

discussed in Section 2.1, for symmetric matrices, A−1
K,K should be explicitly symmetrized420

to reduce the effect of rounding errors.421
Since A is symmetric, dtep 5 of Algorithm 1 can be simplified as follows. We first422

overwrite L̂J ,K by A−1
J ,K locally on the processor holding L̂J ,K (J > K). We then send A−1

J ,K423

to the processor holding ÛK,J and overwrite ÛK,J by (A−1
J ,K)T . The data communication424

pattern for this step is the same as described in Figure 3. After step 5, we move to the425
next supernode (K − 1).426

3.3. Exploiting Concurrency in the Elimination Tree427

In this section, we discuss how to add an additional coarse-grain level of parallelism428
to the selected inversion algorithm by exploiting task concurrency exposed by the429
elimination tree.430

As we indicated in Section 2.2, two supernodes belonging to two separate branches431
of the elimination tree can be processed independently if the selected elements of the432
inverse belonging to their ancestors have been computed, and if these supernodes433
and the ancestors on which they depend are mapped onto different sets of processors.434
Although it is possible to pass the previously computed selected elements of A−1 from435
the ancestors down to their children as we move down the elimination tree, algorithms436
based on this approach (e.g., a multifrontal like algorithm [Lin et al. 2011a]) would437
require additional work space to hold extra copies of the selected elements.438
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To reduce the amount of extra work space, which can grow rapidly as we go down 439
the elimination tree, we choose to allow processors assigned to each supernode to 440
communicate back and forth with processors assigned to its ancestors in the way that 441
we described in Section 3.2 to complete step 3 of Algorithm 1. 442

However, the drawback of this approach is that at some point, two supernodes be- 443
longing to two separate branches of the elimination tree may not be processed simul- 444
taneously when they need to communicate with their common ancestors at the same 445
time. At this point of conflict, only one of them should be allowed to initiate and com- 446
plete the data communication with the common ancestor at a time. For example, when 447
supernodes �2 and �4 in Figure 1(a) are being processed on different sets of processors, 448
both of them may need to communicate with processors assigned to supernode �5 at 449
the same time. In this case, the updates to be performed on these processors cannot 450
proceed completely independently. On the other hand, if the set of processors assigned 451
to update two supernodes are completely different, then at least some of the updates 452
can be computed simultaneously. 453

To exploit the type of concurrency discussed previously, which occurs at the for 454
loop level in Algorithm 1, we create a basic parallel task scheduler to launch different 455
iterates of the for loop in a certain order. This order is defined by a priority list S, 456
which is indexed by integer priority numbers ranging from 1 to ns, where ns is bounded 457
from above by the depth of the elimination tree. The task performed in each iteration of 458
the for loop is assigned a priority number σ (I). The lower the number, the higher the 459
priority of the task, and hence the sooner it is scheduled. The supernode N associated 460
with the root of the elimination tree clearly has to be processed first. If the k-th element 461
of S contains multiple supernodes or tasks whose priority numbers are k, the order 462
in which these tasks are completed can be arbitrary. A recipe for assigning priority 463
number of different tasks (or equivalently, supernodes) is shown in Algorithm 2. We 464
assume that the elimination tree is post ordered. 465

Even though we use a priority list to help launch tasks, we do not place extra 466
synchronization among launched tasks other than requiring them to preserve data 467
dependency. Tasks associated with different supernodes can be executed concurrently 468
if these supernodes are on different critical paths of the elimination tree, and if there is 469
no overlap among processors mapped to these critical paths. In fact, if tasks associated 470
with supernode J and I are mapped to different sets of processors, the task associated 471
with the supernode J may actually start before that associated with another supernode 472
I even if σ (I) < σ (J )—that is, even if task I is scheduled ahead of task J according 473
to the priority list. When two different tasks need to communicate with a common 474
ancestor, the priority number associated with each task determines which task is 475
completed first.

Q5

476

ALGORITHM 2: Assign Priority Numbers to Supernodes and Create a Priority List.
Input: A list of supernodes {I} and the elimination tree associated with these supernodes.
Output: An array σ , σ (I) gives the priority number of the task associated with supernode I;

an array S of ns supernode lists, S(i) gives a set of supernodes with priority number i,
1 ≤ i ≤ ns.

σ (N ) = 1
S(1) = {N }
for I = N − 1 down to 1 do

σ (I) = σ (parent(I)) + 1
S(σ (I)) = S(σ (I)) ∪ {I}

end
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Fig. 5. Elimination tree of matrix A and two possible priority lists S.

We remark that there is some flexibility in assigning a priority number to each477
supernode and constructing the priority list S. For instance, we can use the strategy478
given by Algorithm 2, which simply defines σ (I) by the distance (in terms of the number479
of edges) between the supernode I and the root of the elimination tree. For the same480
elimination tree shown in Figure 5(a), another possible construction of the σ list is481
illustrated in Figure 5(b), which assigns the same σ value to supernodes at different482
levels of the elimination tree. The latter construction takes into account how supernodes483
are distributed among different processors, as we will discuss in the following.484

The priority list S determines the order in which computational tasks associated with485
different supernodes are completed. Because the amount of work and communication486
performed by each of the supernodes can vary significantly, different priority lists can487
lead to different overall performance. The actual performance of parallel selected in-488
version depends on the sparsity pattern of the matrix, as well as the processor grid, and489
is therefore difficult to predict a priori. We refer readers to our report [Jacquelin et al.490
2014] for a detailed example on the difficulty of designing an optimal task schedule.491

With the help of the priority list, we can implement the for loop level of parallelism in492
Algorithm 1 in a way that is described in Algorithm 3. To illustrate the relation clearly,493
Algorithm 3 uses the same numeric ordering of the steps as that in Algorithm 1. Algo-494
rithm 3 also makes use of another array of lists procmap. The K-th element of procmap495
contains the list of all processors participating in steps 3 through 5 in Algorithm 1.496
The communication steps are described within parentheses. We also remark that we497
do not place MPI barriers between supernodes explicitly to exploit parallelism among498
the computation for different supernodes. For symmetric matrices, the diagonal blocks499
should be symmetrized, as indicated at the end of Section 2.1 for symmetric cases.500

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS501

To assess the performance of PSelInv, we conducted several computational experi-502
ments, which we report in this section.503

Our test problems are taken from various sources, including the Harwell-Boeing504
Test Collection [Duff et al. 1992] and the University of Florida Matrix Collection505
[Davis and Hu 2011], and matrices generated from electronic structure software, in-506
cluding SIESTA [Soler et al. 2002] and DGDFT [Lin et al. 2012]. The first two matrix507
collections are widely used benchmark problems for testing sparse direct methods,508
whereas the other test problems come from practical large-scale electronic structure509
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ALGORITHM 3: The Parallel Selected Inversion Algorithm (for Symmetric Matrices).
Input: (1) The supernode partition of columns of a sparse symmetric matrix

A: {1, 2, . . . ,N }; a priority list {S(k)}: k = 1, 2, . . . , ns;
(2) L and U factors through a supernodal LU factorization (or equivalent

LDLT factorization) of A;
(3) 2D processor mapping with with P = Pr × Pc processors.

Output: Selected elements of A−1.
[Compute the normalized factors L̂ and Û ].
for k = 1, 2,. . . , ns do

for each supernode K ∈ S(k) do
if myid ∈ procmap(K) then

1 Find the collection of indices
C = {I | I > K, LI,K is a nonzero block} ∪ {J | J > K,UK,J is a nonzero block}

2 (Broadcast (LK,K)−1 to processors owning LI,K, I ∈ C)
2 L̂C,K ← LC,K(LK,K)−1

2 (Send L̂I,K, I ∈ C to the processor holding ÛK,I , I ∈ C and overwrite ÛK,I , I ∈ C
by L̂T

I,K, I ∈ C)
end

end
end
[Selected inversion process].
for k = 1, 2,. . . , ns do

for each supernode K ∈ S(k) do
if myid ∈ procmap(K) then

Find the collection of indices
C = {I | I > K, LI,K is a nonzero block} ∪ {J | J > K,UK,J is a nonzero block}

3 (Broadcast ÛK,I , I ∈ C to processors holding A−1
J ,I , I,J ∈ C)

3 For processors holding A−1
J ,I , I,J ∈ C, compute locally −A−1

J ,I L̂I,K, I,J ∈ C
3 (Reduce −A−1

J ,I L̂I,K, I,J ∈ C to processors holding L̂J ,K,J ∈ C, and save the
result in A−1

J ,K,J ∈ C)
4 For processors holding L̂I,K, I ∈ C, compute locally −L̂T

I,K A−1
I,K, I ∈ C

4 (Reduce −L̂T
I,K A−1

I,K, I ∈ C to the processor holding LK,K)
4 For the processor holding (LK,K)−1, update A−1

K,K ← (UK,K)−1(LK,K)−1 − L̂T
C,K A−1

C,K
For the processors holding L−1

K,K, update A−1
K,K ← 1

2

(
A−1
K,K + A−T

K,K
)

3 Overwrite L̂I,K, I ∈ C by A−1
I,K, I ∈ C

5 (Send A−1
I,K, I ∈ C to the processor holding ÛK,I , I ∈ C, and overwrite ÛK,I , I ∈ C

by A−1
I,K, I ∈ C)

end
end

end

calculations. The names of these matrices, as well as some of their characteristics, are 510
listed in Tables I and II. The first three problems in these tables come with two matrices 511
each. One of the matrices, denoted by H, is a discretized Hamiltonian, and the other 512
matrix is an overlap matrix, denoted by S. For all other problems, the overlap matrices 513
can be considered as the identity matrix. All matrices are real and symmetric. In all of 514
our experiments, we compute the selected elements of the matrix 515

A(z) = H − zS. (18)
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Table I. Description of Test Problems for PSelInv

Problem Description
SIESTA_C_BN_1x1 Electronic structure theory, C-BN sheet with 2,532 atoms
SIESTA_C_BN_2x2 Electronic structure theory, C-BN sheet with 10,128 atoms
SIESTA_C_BN_4x2 Electronic structure theory, C-BN sheet with 20,256 atoms
DNA_16 Electronic structure theory, DNA molecule with 11,440 atoms
DNA_715_64cell Electronic structure theory, DNA molecule with 45,760 atoms
DG_Graphene_2048 Electronic structure theory, graphene with 2,048 atoms
DG_Graphene_8192 Electronic structure theory, graphene with 8,192 atoms
pwtk Pressurized wind tunnel, stiffness matrix
parabolic_fem Diffusion-convection reaction, constant homogeneous diffusion
ecology2 Circuitscape: circuit theory applied to animal/gene flow, B. McRae, UCSB
audikw_1 Automotive crankshaft model with more than 900,000 TETRA elements, Audi,

GmbH

Table II. Dimension n, the Number of Nonzeros |A|, and the Number
of Nonzeros of the Cholesky Factor |L | of the Test Problems

Problem n |A| |L|
SIESTA_C_BN_1x1 32,916 23,857,418 269,760,112
SIESTA_C_BN_2x2 131,664 95,429,672 1,655,233,542
SIESTA_C_BN_4x2 263,328 190,859,344 3,591,750,262

DNA_16 7,752 2,430,642 9,272,160
DNA_715_64cell 459,712 224,055,744 866,511,698

DG_Graphene_2048 82,944 87,340,032 545,245,344
DG_Graphene_8192 331,776 349,360,128 2,973,952,468

pwtk 217,918 5,926,171 104,644,472
parabolic_fem 525,825 3,674,625 58,028,731

ecology2 999,999 2,997,995 91,073,583
audikw_1 943,695 77,651,847 2,500,489,909

For simplicity, we choose z = 0 for all efficiency tests in Section 4.1. For some appli-516
cations, z is chosen to be a complex number with a small imaginary part to ensure517
that A(z) is nonsingular. This technique is often used in the electronic structure calcu-518
lation to be discussed in Section 4.3. The LU factorization is performed by using the519
SuperLU_DIST software package. SuperLU_DIST does not use dynamic pivoting strate-520
gies, and our matrices are permuted without taking into account the values of matrix521
entries. Consequently, the efficiency of both SuperLU_DIST and PSelInv is independent522
of the choice of z. The lack of dynamic pivoting strategies may impact the accuracy523
of PSelInv for highly indefinite and nearly singular systems. We study the accuracy524
for different choices of complex shifts z in Section 4.2. All timing results reported are525
performed in complex arithmetic computation.526

In all of our experiments, we used the NERSC Edison platform with Cray XC30527
nodes. Each node has 24 cores partitioned among two Intel Ivy Bridge processors. Each528
12-core processor runs at 2.4GHz. A single node has 64GB of memory, providing more529
than 2.6GB of memory per core. We used one MPI process per core and refer to the core530
to denote an MPI process.531

4.1. Parallelization Scalability532

Four types of experiments were performed to measure the scalability of PSelInv. For533
the first three sets of experiments, all timing data points that we present are averaged534
measurements over 10 runs, and the error bars shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 indicate535
the standard deviation of the measured wall clock time.536

To clearly show the cost and scalability of selected inversion itself in comparison537
with the symbolic and numerical LU factorizations, which are required for selected538
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Fig. 6. Wall clock time used by three components (symbolic factorization, numerical LU factorization, and
selected inversion) of two versions of PSelInv with respect to the number of cores used in the computation
for the DNA_715_64cell matrix. In one version, we do not take advantage of the concurrency exposed by the
elimination tree, whereas in the other version, we do make use of this tree level of parallelism. The height
of each bar in the figure indicates the ratio of wall clock time measured for the former over that measured
for the latter.

Fig. 7. Strong scalability of PSelInv compared to that of LU factorization and symbolic factorization for
SIESTA matrices generated for two C_BN systems of different sizes.

inversion, we time the three computational components separately. The symbolic 539
factorization is performed in parallel using PT-Scotch. It is labeled as “symbolic factor- 540
ization” in the timing figures. The LU factorization is performed by using SuperLU_DIST. 541
It is labeled as “LU factorization.” The selected inversion itself is performed by using 542
PSelInv and labeled as “PSelInv.” The total time required to obtain the selected 543
elements of the inverse matrix thus corresponds to the sum of all three components. 544

The first experiment focuses on the impact of the additional parallelism stemming 545
from the elimination tree as discussed in Section 3.3. PSelInv is thus tested both with 546
and without this additional level of parallelism. As observed in Figure 6, adding the 547
tree-level parallelism allows the performance of PSelInv to scale to 4,096 cores. When 548
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Fig. 8. Strong scalability of PSelInv compared to that of LU factorization and symbolic factorization for DG
matrices generated for graphene systems of different sizes.

Fig. 9. Strong scalability of PSelInv compared to that of LU factorization and symbolic factorization for
matrices from the Harwell-Boeing Test Collection and the University of Florida Matrix Collection.

4,096 cores are used, adding the tree-level parallelism leads to a 5.6-fold speedup in549
the DNA_715_64cell problem. Comparatively, the performance of the LU factorization550
and the selected inversion without tree parallelism can only scale up to 1,024 cores.551

The second set of experiments (Figures 7, 8, and 9) aims at evaluating the strong552
scaling of PSelInv. In every experiment, the tree-level parallelism is enabled, as it553
clearly delivers better performance. PSelInv exhibits excellent strong scalability up to554
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Fig. 10. Cumulative total memory cost and maximum memory cost among all cores for the audikw_1 matrix
and the DNA_715_64cell matrix, with shaded regions indicating the additional memory cost introduced in
each step of the selected inversion process. The memory cost is measured by the memory high watermark
reached at each step.

4,096 cores. For SIESTA matrices (Figure 7), PSelInv is slightly slower than LU factor- 555
ization when the number of cores is less than 1,024 and is faster than LU factorization 556
when more than 2,116 cores are used. For DGDFT matrices (Figure 8), PSelInv can be 557
twice as fast as LU factorization, and the running time of PSelInv can be comparable 558
to that of symbolic factorization for the DNA_715_64cell matrix. For generic sparse 559
matrices (Figure 9) obtained from the University of Florida Collection, PSelInv deliv- 560
ers excellent performance on relatively dense matrices, such as audikw_1 and pwtk. 561
We also observe that for highly sparse problems, such as ecology_2 and parabolic_fem, 562
PSelInv is relatively more costly, but the scalability of PSelInv can still be better than 563
that of SuperLU_DIST when a large number of cores are used. 564

The third experiment focuses on the memory cost of PSelInv. Figure 10 shows the cu- 565
mulative total memory cost and cumulative maximum single-core memory usage in the 566
parallel selected inversion procedure for two matrices: audikw_1 and DNA_715_64cell. 567
This is measured by the memory high watermark reached after the LU factorization 568
step and the selected inversion step, respectively. The memory cost for reading the 569
input matrix is much smaller compared to the memory cost of LU factorization or se- 570
lected inversion. The shaded areas in Figure 10 correspond to the additional memory 571
required to perform each step of the procedure. The memory high watermark implies 572
that the memory cost for LU factorization includes not only the memory cost for the 573
LU factors but also other temporary memory allocation created during the LU factor- 574
ization process. The situation is similar for the selected inversion process. The memory 575
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison against MUMPS 4.10.0 for computing selected elements of the inverse.

required to store both the LU factors and the corresponding elements in the inverse is576
lower than the overall memory high watermark, which accounts for additional mem-577
ory required to hold communication and temporary buffers. We can see from Figure 10578
that most of the memory allocation is done during the LU factorization step. The to-579
tal memory cost of LU factorization and selected inversion increases as the number580
of cores increases due to the use of additional buffer arrays for communication and581
computation.582

The total additional memory cost of PSelInv is 20% to 60% of the total memory583
required by LU factorization, which is relatively small. The maximum memory usage584
per core decreases steadily as the number of cores increases. For our test problems,585
the maximum memory cost per core of PSelInv is around 1GB when a relatively small586
number (64) of cores are used. It decreases to around 100MB when a large number587
(4,096) of cores are used for the same problem.588

The last set of experiments compare the performance of PSelInv to the parallel589
matrix inversion method recently implemented in the MUMPS package [Amestoy et al.590
2012a]. In the MUMPS algorithm, the actual set of computed entries of A−1 is alsoQ6591
a superset of the requested entries of A−1. This method can be more efficient than592
PSelInv when a small number of entries of A−1 are requested. However, when a rela-593
tively large number of entries are to be computed, such as in the computation of the594
selected elements defined by (1), PSelInv can more efficiently reuse the information595
shared among different entries of A−1. Figure 11 shows the numerical factorization596
and selected inversion timings for MUMPS and PSelInv, respectively. As all matrices597
are symmetric, MUMPS performs LDLT factorizations, which use fewer floating point598
operations and less memory. We use MUMPS to compute the selected elements of A−1 as599
defined in Equation (1) for DNA_16 and SIESTA_C_BN_1x1, and we also use MUMPS to600
only compute the diagonal entries of A−1 for DGDFT_ACPNR4_60. All three matrices601
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Table III. Comparison of Wall Clock Time Required by PSelInv and MUMPS for
Computing the Selected Elements Defined by (1) of Two Matrices DNA_16 and

SIESTA_C_BN_1x1, and the Diagonal Elements of DGDFT_ACPNR4_60

Problem Cores (#) PSelInv MUMPS

DNA_16 1 3.1 29.9
DNA_16 16 2.9 44.6

DGDFT_ACPNR4_60 1 4.9 82.6
DGDFT_ACPNR4_60 16 0.6 67.1
SIESTA_C_BN_1x1 16 52.6 648.2
SIESTA_C_BN_1x1 256 5.6 293.7

come from electronic structure applications, and the difference in terms of computed 602
entries is determined by the different requirements in practical calculations. MUMPS 603
contains a block size parameter that controls the number of right-hand sides processed 604
simultaneously. We experimented with this parameter and report the best results that 605
we could produce for each case (i.e., 16 for DNA_16 and 256 for SIESTA_C_BN_1x1 and 606
DGDFT_ACPNR4_60). Table III shows how the wall clock time used by PSelInv com- 607
pares to that used by MUMPS for three test problems: DNA_16, DGDFT_ACPNR4_60, 608
and SIESTA_C_BN_1x1. 609

For all test problems, PSelInv is at least an order of magnitude faster than MUMPS. It 610
is two orders of magnitude faster on SIESTA_C_BN_1x1 when using 256 cores. PSelInv 611
can also scale to a relatively larger number of cores. Our numerical results indicate 612
that for the computation of selected elements as considered in this article, PSelInv is 613
more efficient than the more general approach taken in MUMPS. 614

One way to understand the speedup of PSelInv over MUMPS is through the following 615
idealized situation. Consider the computation of the diagonal entries of a tridiagonal 616
matrix A of size N, which can be computed by solving an N set of triangular equations 617
of the form (5). Even with the help of the elimination tree and the fact that only 618
one entry of A−1 is needed for each equation, the cost for solving all N equations 619
independently would be O(N2). The reason for the high computational cost is that a 620
significant amount of information calculated among the N equations is redundant. 621
The MUMPS approach detects such redundant information on the fly through graph- 622
based algorithms. However, designing an optimal algorithm that maximally reduces the 623
amount of redundant information for a given data-to-processor mapping is difficult. The 624
resulting implementation may or may not reach the optimal complexity. In contrast, 625
PSelInv removes all redundant calculation by design, and the computational cost for a 626
tridiagonal matrix can be provably reduced to O(N) [Lin et al. 2009b]. 627

We should point out that MUMPS can compute an arbitrary set of elements of A−1, 628
whereas the set of selected elements that can be computed by PSelInv is more restric- 629
tive, as defined in Equation (1). 630

Overall, the strong scalability of PSelInv is similar to that of SuperLU_DIST, and 631
it clearly outperforms the current inversion algorithm as implemented in MUMPS. It 632
requires a modest amount of additional memory to compute the selected elements of 633
the inverse. This observation demonstrates both the validity of our approach and the 634
efficiency of our implementation. More importantly, on matrices arising from actual 635
electronic calculations, PSelInv allows one to use thousands of cores, thereby enabling 636
very large scale computations. 637

4.2. The Accuracy of PSelInv 638

In exact arithmetic, the selected inversion method is an exact method for computing 639
the selected elements of A−1, regardless of whether A is positive definite or not. In prac- 640
tice, the selected inversion method cannot give an exact result due to the presence of 641
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Table IV. Maximum Column-Wise Relative Error between MUMPS
and PSelInv Using Different Numbers of Cores P

P Max. Relative Error
1 8.52E-008
4 2.35E-008
16 2.52E-008
36 2.05E-007
64 2.07E-007

P Max. Relative Error
16 1.96E-007
36 1.72E-007
64 1.77E-007
121 1.76E-007
256 1.78E-007

(a) DNA 16 (b) SIESTA C BN 1x1

round-off errors. For the sparse direct solver, dynamical pivoting strategies such as the642
Bunch-Kaufman process [Bunch and Kaufman 1977] for LDLT factorization has been643
shown to be effective for reducing the numerical error, especially for indefinite matri-644
ces. On distributed memory machines, dynamic pivoting strategies can significantly645
affect the load balance and the scalability of the factorization process. Thus, they are646
not used in SuperLU_DIST [Li and Demmel 2003].647

Since the primary goal of the current implementation of the PSelInv method is to648
achieve high parallel scalability, we choose not to perform additional pivoting steps649
after the factorization step. We show that for the test problems we tried, PSelInv650
produces results comparable to that produced by the MUMPS package and is sufficiently651
accurate even when the matrix is relatively ill conditioned.652

The first set of experiments report comparative results between MUMPS and653
PSelInv on two problems benchmarked in Section 4.1. Selected elements are com-654
puted with both methods, and their maximum relative column-wise difference655

max1≤ j≤n(‖A−1
MUMPS∗, j

− A−1
PSelInv∗, j

‖/‖A−1
MUMPS∗, j

‖) is presented in Table IV. In both cases,656

PSelInv provides accurate results that are comparable to MUMPS on these two problems.657
In the second set of experiments, we assess the accuracy of PSelInv on larger ill-658

conditioned matrices. To obtain test problems that are indefinite and ill conditioned,659
for each test problem listed in Table II, we construct a sequence of A(z) defined by660
Equation (18) for several complex shifts z. The real parts of the shifts lie within the661
spectrum of the matrix pencil (H, S), and the imaginary parts range from small (10−7)662
to large (10−1) values.663

To quantify the accuracy of the PSelInv method for large matrices in the test set,664
we need to find an appropriate error metric. Due to the large matrix size, the parallel665
matrix inversion method in MUMPS becomes too expensive to be used for the purpose of666
benchmarking. Motivated by the trace estimation in Equation (2), we choose to measure667
the numerical error introduced by PSelInv by using the following quantity:668

E(z) = |N − Tr[A(z)−1 A(z)]|
N

≡
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 − 1

N

N∑
i, j=1

[A(z)−1]i j[A(z)] ji

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (19)

Since A is sparse, the summation in Equation (19) involves only those i and j such that669
Ai, j �= 0.670

In Figure 12, we show both the spectral density ρ(λ) of the pwtk matrix, which671
describes the number of eigenvalues of eigenvalues (H, S) per unit interval, and E(z)672
for several shifts z with different real and imaginary parts. We observe that for all of673
these problems, the measured errors are below 10−11, even when the real part of z is674
close to an eigenvalue cluster and the imaginary part of z is as small as 10−7. Figure 13675
shows that a similar level of accuracy is achieved in the test of the DNA_715_64cell676
matrix.677
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Fig. 12. Spectral density and error E(z) for the pwtk matrix.

Fig. 13. Spectral density and error E(z) for the DNA_715_64cell matrix.

4.3. Application to Electronic Structure Theory 678

In this section, we demonstrate how PSelInv can be applied to accelerate Kohn-Sham 679
density functional theory (KSDFT) calculation [Hohenberg and Kohn 1964; Kohn and 680
Sham 1965], which is widely used for describing the ground state electronic properties 681
of molecules, solids, and other nanostructures. We use the recently developed pole 682
expansion and selected inversion technique (PEXSI) [Lin et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2011b, 683
2013] to compute the nonzero elements of the so-called single particle density matrix 684
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Fig. 14. Wall clock time versus the number of cores for a graphene system.

� that can be approximated by685

� ≈
P∑

l=1

ωl(H − zlS)−1, (20)

where zl, ωl ∈ C, and the number of “poles” P is around 80 in practical calculations.686
Both H and S are real sparse symmetric matrices that have the same sparsity pattern687
when a local basis set is used to discretize the Kohn-Sham problem. Each matrix688
Al = H − zlS is a complex symmetric matrix. In KSDFT calculations, only elements of689
�i j corresponding to the nonzero elements of H and S (i.e., Hij, Sij �= 0) are needed to690
compute physical quantities such as electron density and energy. The expansion (20)691
immediately suggests that only the selected elements as defined in Equation (1) of692

the matrices A−1
l are needed. In a parallel implementation of PEXSI, we use PSelInv693

to evaluate the selected elements of A−1
l that correspond to the nonzero elements of694

� on a subset of cores. The selected inversion of Al for different l can be carried out695
independently on different subsets of cores.696

We apply the parallel PEXSI method to the DG_Graphene_2048 and697
DG_Graphene_8192 systems, which are disordered graphene systems with 2,048 and698
8,192 atoms, respectively, and compare its performance to a standard approach that699
requires a partial diagonalization of (H, S). We use a ScaLAPACK subroutine pdsyevr700
[Vömel 2010], which is based on the multiple relatively robust representations (MRRR)701
algorithm, to perform such diagonalization. Although both H and S are sparse matri-702
ces, the MRRR algorithm treats them as dense matrices. For H, S ∈ R

N×N, the MRRR703
algorithm first performs a tridiagonalization procedure withO(N3) cost, then efficiently704
solves the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the tridiagonal system with O(N2) cost, and705
finally the eigenvectors can be constructed with O(N3) cost.706

Figure 14(a) shows that the scalability of pdsyevr is limited to 1,024 cores for the707
2,048-atom problem. Adding more cores to the diagonalization process leads to an708
increase of the wall clock time due to communication overhead. For this relatively709
small problem, the benefit of parallel implementation of PEXSI is already clear when710
320 cores are used. Since we use P = 80 poles in the pole expansion, 4 cores with a711
2×2 processor grid are used in each selected inversion in this case. The wall clock time712
used by PEXSI is 261 seconds, among which 150 seconds are attributed to PSelInv,713
95 seconds are attributed to factorization, and 10 seconds are attributed to symbolic714
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Fig. 15. Wall clock time versus the number of cores for a graphene system with 32,768 atoms.

factorization. This timing result compares favorably to the 430 seconds of measured 715
wall clock time required by pdsyevr on 1,024 cores. 716

Furthermore, we can clearly see from Figure 14(a) that the parallel PEXSI method 717
can scale to a much larger number of cores. Nearly perfect speedup can be observed 718
when a total of 20,480 cores is used in the parallel PEXSI computation, with 256 719
cores used in each selected inversion. The total wall clock time used in this calculation 720
is merely 10 seconds. Compared to the best wall clock time that we can obtain for 721
the diagonalization procedure, which is 430 seconds on 1,024 cores, this represents a 722
speedup factor of 43. 723

For the larger system that contains 8,192 atoms, pdsyevr can scale to 4,096 cores, 724
as we can see in Figure 14(b). It takes 5,703 wall clock seconds to perform such a 725
computation. When the parallel PEXSI calculation is carried out on 5,120 cores with 726
64 cores used to perform each selected inversion, the total wall clock time required 727
is 224 seconds. Figure 14(b) also shows that parallel PEXSI can scale to as many as 728
327,680 cores with 4,096 cores used for each selected inversion. The total wall clock 729
time required in this calculation is merely 45 seconds, a 127-fold speedup compared to 730
the best diagonalization wall clock time measured. 731

Finally, we apply PEXSI to a system with 32,768 atoms. The matrix size is four times 732
larger than that for the system with 8,192 atoms, and the diagonalization routine is 733
no longer feasible: the wall clock time required to run the pdsyevr routine with 1,024 734
cores for the 2,048-atom system is 431 seconds, and for the 8,192-atom system, it 735
is 21,556 seconds. The increase of the wall clock time is 50 fold, which is roughly 736
in agreement with the cubic complexity scaling factor 43 = 64. The cubic scaling of 737
the diagonalization procedure implies that the wall clock time would increase by at 738
least a factor of 50 to 1,077,800 seconds (300 hours) if we perform the same type of 739
calculation for a system that contains 32,768 atoms on 1,024 cores. Based on this 740
estimation and assuming that the strong scaling of pdsyevr is perfect, we compare the 741
ideal performance of the diagonalization method to the practical performance of PEXSI 742
in Figure 15 up to 1,310,720 cores. The total wall clock time for both factorization and 743
selected inversion reaches its minimum at 4,096 cores per pole (327,680 cores in total), 744
which is 241 seconds. Among these, 87 seconds is attributed to PSelInv. Comparatively, 745
even if the diagonalization procedure scales perfectly to more than one million cores, 746
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which is highly unlikely within the current framework of diagonalization methods, the747
projected wall clock time is greater than 1,000 seconds, which is significantly more748
than that used by PEXSI.749

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK750

We described an efficient parallel implementation of the selected inversion algorithm751
for distributed memory parallel machines. The current implementation of PSelInv can752
be applied to the computation of selected elements of the inverse of a sparse symmetric753
matrix. It is publicly available and can scale to more than 4,000 cores for sufficiently754
large problems. The scalability of the solver depends on the size and sparsity of the755
matrix. We observed that it is important to exploit concurrency available within the756
elimination trees to achieve high scalability in the parallel selected inversion process.757
In the future, we plan to further improve the tree-level parallelism to enhance the con-758
currency among different supernodes. We also observed that for our test problems, the759
PSelInv method is relatively accurate even for matrices that are highly indefinite and760
close to singular. It can be applied to accelerate several scientific computation applica-761
tions, such as the DFT-based electronic structure calculations. To further improve the762
numerical accuracy of the PSelInv method, especially for indefinite matrices, dynamic763
pivoting strategies such as the Bunch-Kaufman procedure [Bunch and Kaufman 1977;764
Grimes et al. 1994] for the factorization may be needed. Generalizing PSelInv to non-765
symmetric matrices and combining it with other sparse direct solvers are other areas766
in which we plan to work in the future.767
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